The transport characteristics of water slugs in a bent gas channel of a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell are numerically studied using the volume of fluid (VOF) method. To investigate the effects of channel cross-sectional shape in a channel flooding situation, the gas channels (GCs) with one rectangular and two trapezoidal cross sections are compared. Parametric studies are also conducted to evaluate the effects of the contact angle of the top and side walls, the contact angle of the gas diffusion layer (GDL) surface, and the air inlet velocity. Considering both of the water volume fraction (WVF) and GDL water coverage ratio (WCR), the trapezoidal channel with open angles of 60 degrees provides the most favorable performance in a channel flooding condition. Among all the top and side wall contact angles considered, the hydrophobic contact angle of 120 degrees shows the best results. Among the three GDL contact angles of 90, 110 and 140 degrees, the hydrophobic GDL contact angle of 140 degrees provides the most favorable water removal characteristics in a channel flooding situation. For all cross-sectional shapes, the water removal rate increases and the liquid water interface shows more complex patterns as the air inlet velocity increases.
Introduction
The polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell has received considerable attention due to its many advantages, including zero/low emissions, high power density, low operating temperature, and a broad range of applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The PEM fuel cell generates electricity and by-product water through the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen. For the best performance, the water content level inside the PEM fuel cell must be controlled properly. The level of membrane hydration needs to be in a suitable range and the cathode reaction sites must be cleared of water to contact sufficient amounts of reactants. While the membrane dehydration can cause performance degradation and material damage, excess water in the gas channel (GC) results in the so-called water flooding phenomena which has a negative effect on the performance of the fuel cell. In automotive vehicle applications of PEM fuel cells where the demand for high current density is frequent, water flooding is a critical issue. Therefore, the water removal in the GC is one of the most important issues in PEM fuel cell studies, especially in a GC flooding condition [1] [2] [3] .
Many experimental methods have been applied to study the liquid water dynamics in the GCs and gas diffusion layers (GDLs) of PEM fuel cells. The two-phase pressure drop measurement in the GCs can be used to diagnose the effectiveness of water management [2, 4, 5] . Grimm et al. proposed flow pattern transition criteria (slug-film and film-mist) and developed a new variable water flow rate pressure drop model having mean error less than 14% [5] . A number of fuel cell visualization techniques can show the quantitative and qualitative behaviors of the liquid water [2] . Based on the experimental studies, the observed two-phase flow patterns correspond to one of the mist flow, droplet flow, film flow, and slug flow at different fuel cell operating conditions [2] . To compensate the shortcomings of the experimental studies, a large number of numerical simulations have also been performed. Anderson et al. critically reviewed the two-phase flow models applied to micro-channels in PEM fuel cell applications together with the experimental studies [2] . Recently, Ferreira et al. extensively reviewed the volume of fluid (VOF) numerical simulations of two-phase flow in PEM fuel cells [7] . These numerical simulations can be classified as one of the following categories; a study on the behavior of liquid water initially in the GCs or emerging uniformly from the GDL surfaces, a study on the droplet development behavior emerging from micro pores on the GDL surfaces, a study on the effect of the GDL microstructure, a study on the impact of the two-phase flow in the fuel cell performance, and a study on novel GDL/GC designs [7] .
Among many factors affecting the water transport characteristics in the GCs, the design of cross-sectional geometry is also found to be important based on experimental and numerical investigations [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Applying the neutron radiography method to operating PEM fuel cells, Owejan et al. [8] compared the volume of accumulated water in the GCs between rectangular and triangular cross-sectional geometries. At the same experimental conditions, the triangular channels retain less water and smaller droplets than the rectangular channels. Zhu et al. [9] studied the sensitivity of liquid water behavior to the cross-sectional geometry of the cathode GC in low-temperature fuel cells via the VOF simulations. Numerical investigation was performed for the six different shapes of cross section including triangle, semicircle, trapezoid, upside-down trapezoid, rectangle with variable aspect ratio, and rectangle with a curved bottom wall. Their results showed that the GC geometry has considerable effects on the detachment time, detachment diameter, and the removal time of water droplet as well as the coverage ratio and water saturation. Manso et al. [10] reviewed the influence of the GC geometric parameters including cross-sectional shape, channel and rib width, channel depth, and height to width ratio on the performance of a PEM fuel cell. Rath and Kandlikar [11] applied the Concus-Finn condition [15] to determine either fill or not-fill conditions at the lower corner of a trapezoidal GC at a microscopic level. For typical GDL and hydrophilic channel wall surfaces commonly used in fuel cells, the results suggested that the optimal open angle of a trapezoidal GC to promote water removal is less than about 52 • not to fill the corner with water. Lu et al. studied the effects of channel cross-sectional geometry, surface wettability, and orientation on the two-phase flow characteristics [12] . Among the three cross-sectional geometries, sinusoidal channels showed a favorable film flow pattern and lower pressure drop than trapezoidal and rectangular channels. To investigate the effect of GDL materials and different trapezoidal open angles, Gopalan and Kandlikar [13] developed models to predict the minimum velocity required to remove droplet from channel and the pressure drop criteria to eliminate the droplet for both corner filling and non-filling cases. Further, Shah and Kandlikar [14] studied water droplet and side wall interactions with and without transverse micro-grooves on the side walls in a trapezoidal GC with 50 • open angle. The micro-grooves relieved water blockage at the channel exit by introducing a wetting regime.
In addition to the geometry of the GCs, the effect of GDL and channel wall wettability is critical to the two-phase flow patterns [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Turhan et al. [16] investigated the effect of channel wall wettability on through-plane liquid water distribution in a PEM fuel cell via high resolution neutron imaging. On hydrophobic channel surfaces, discrete liquid droplets were formed and removed quickly whereas hydrophilic channel walls enhanced the liquid suction from under-the-land locations and the resulting film layer on the walls promoted steadier operation. However, the film layer on the hydrophilic surface was more difficult to purge. Ding et al. [17] performed three-dimensional numerical simulations to study the effect of the GDL surface microstructure on the two-phase flow patterns. For the given GC geometry, the results suggested that more hydrophilic channel walls and a more hydrophobic GDL surface would be favorable to move the liquid water from the GDL surface to the channel walls. Lu et al. [12] conducted ex situ experiments to investigate the effects of the three different kinds of surface wettability (hydrophilically coated, uncoated, and hydrophobically coated channel surfaces). In the flow pattern map, the slug-film transition line observed to move to a lower air superficial velocity for the hydrophilic channel. Thus, the hydrophilically coated GCs favor film flow patterns compared to the uncoated and the hydrophobic GCs. In addition, the pressure drop factor which is the normalized mean pressure drop at each superficial water velocity with respect to the corresponding dry air pressure drop was compared for the three different kinds of channel wettability and the two water flow rates. At the lower water flow rate, hydrophilic channels showed a lower pressure drop factor than uncoated or hydrophobic channels. However, hydrophilic channels showed a higher pressure drop factor at the higher water flow rate which corresponded to water film flow regime. For the hydrophilic channel, the surface contact angle is small enough to meet the Concus-Finn condition and liquid water filled the top corner along the channel. Therefore, the hydrophilic channel may result in a higher pressure drop at higher water flow rates although film flow patterns induced by the hydrophilic channel provide stable water and air flow distribution. Lorenzini-Gutierrez et al. [18] studied the effects of channel cross-sectional geometry, channel surface wettability, and superficial air velocity on the liquid water film and slug flow features in straight GCs with the five different shapes of channel cross section. To find a suitable balance between a hydrophobic surface which reduces the surface tension forces and a hydrophilic surface which promotes top wall film flow and a clear GDL surface, a range of hydrophilic contact angles for the top and side channel walls were compared together with a fixed hydrophobic GDL surface contact angle of 140 • . The range of contact angles between 60 • and 65 • was found to provide the formation of stable top wall films and a fair removal rate of liquid structures for the GC with the rectangular cross section. In regard to the GC cross-sectional geometry, the trapezoidal cross section with open angles of 50 • and 60 • showed a more favorable water removal characteristics compared to the rectangular, semicircular, trapezoidal open angle of 40 • geometries. Jo and Kim investigated the effect of the water inlet pore location on the GDL surface in the bent GC of a PEM fuel cell [19] . Although the two-phase flow patterns were different depending on the locations of water inlet pore, the GDL surface water coverage ratio (WCR) increased and the water volume fraction (WVF) decreased as the contact angle of the top and side walls increased. Here, the WCR is defined as the ratio of the surface area covered by water to the total surface area of interest. The WVF is defined as the ratio of the volume occupied by the liquid water to the total spatial volume of interest. Flipo et al. conducted an ex situ PEM fuel cell GC experiment to study the effect of surface wettability on the liquid water dynamics [20] . On the contrary to the previous researches, the results suggested that the wettability effect was so unclear for flow rates representative of a fuel cell application due to a lack of reproducibility.
In this paper, the behavior of liquid water slug and film flow inside the three-dimensional bent GCs with the three different channel cross sections is studied to understand the water removal mechanism in a channel flooding situation. Parametric studies are conducted to evaluate the effects of the contact angle of the top and side walls, the contact angle of the GDL surface, and the air inlet velocity. The temporal evolution of gas-liquid interface, the WVF, and the WCR of the GDL surface are presented to describe the slug and film flow characteristics inside the bent GCs. Although Lorenzini-Gutierrez et al. investigated the effects of channel cross-sectional geometry [18] , only the straight GC geometry was considered and the effect of channel surface wettability was studied only for the rectangular cross-sectional geometry. In contrast, this work investigates on how the presence of the corner section in the bent GCs can affect the liquid water removal characteristics by inspecting a control volume located in the corner section of GCs. Moreover, the effect of the top and side wall contact angle is investigated for the two trapezoidal cross sections in addition to the rectangular cross section. The effect of the GDL surface contact angle is also discussed for the bent GCs with the three channel cross sections.
Model Formulation

Computational Domain
Though the number of different GC geometric configurations is increasing, the most common flow channel configurations are a serpentine flow field channel, a straight parallel flow field channel, an interdigitated flow field channel, a pin or mesh flow field, and a cascade flow field [10] . Usually, liquid water in the GCs passes through a complex combinations of straight and bent channel sections as shown in [10] (p. 15261). To understand the extremely complex interactions of liquid water with the channel wall, edge, and corner sections, the three dimensional computational domains of three different bent GCs with a rectangular and two trapezoidal channel cross sections are considered in this paper. In Figure 1a , the rectangular channel cross section (REC configuration) has a width of 0.7 mm and a height of 0.4 mm. This channel geometry is proposed by Owejan et al. to meet the enhanced performance targets of the United States Department of Energy for automotive fuel cells [18, 21] . An entrance length of L e = 7 mm is used to allow the incoming air flow from the inlet to form a fully developed velocity profile before interacting with an initially patched liquid water slug with a length of L s = 3 mm. To analyze the liquid water removal characteristics, a control volume with the size of L cvx × L cvy (= 5 mm × 5 mm) is defined. In addition to the rectangular channel, the trapezoidal channels are considered following the several investigations which paid attention to the merits of the trapezoidal cross-sectional shape for a PEM fuel cell GC [11] [12] [13] [14] 18] . In Figure 1b 
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Though the number of different GC geometric configurations is increasing, the most common flow channel configurations are a serpentine flow field channel, a straight parallel flow field channel, an interdigitated flow field channel, a pin or mesh flow field, and a cascade flow field [10] . Usually, liquid water in the GCs passes through a complex combinations of straight and bent channel sections as shown in [10] (p. 15261). To understand the extremely complex interactions of liquid water with the channel wall, edge, and corner sections, the three dimensional computational domains of three different bent GCs with a rectangular and two trapezoidal channel cross sections are considered in this paper. In Figure 1a , the rectangular channel cross section (REC configuration) has a width of 0.7 mm and a height of 0.4 mm. This channel geometry is proposed by Owejan et al. to meet the enhanced performance targets of the United States Department of Energy for automotive fuel cells [18, 21] . An entrance length of = 7 mm is used to allow the incoming air flow from the inlet to form a fully developed velocity profile before interacting with an initially patched liquid water slug with a length of = 3 mm. To analyze the liquid water removal characteristics, a control volume with the size of × (= 5 mm × 5 mm) is defined. In addition to the rectangular channel, the trapezoidal channels are considered following the several investigations which paid attention to the merits of the trapezoidal cross-sectional shape for a PEM fuel cell GC [11] [12] [13] [14] 18] . In Figure 1b The grid dependency test was performed for the three levels of grid resolutions, 10 × 11, 15 × 14, and 19 × 18 for the channel cross section with the corresponding resolution adjustment along The grid dependency test was performed for the three levels of grid resolutions, 10 × 11, 15 × 14, and 19 × 18 for the channel cross section with the corresponding resolution adjustment along the channel length. The simulation results showed that two finer meshes provided very similar computed gas-liquid interfaces and two-phase pressure drops, as observed in the previous study for similar simulation conditions [18] . Considering both the accuracy and efficiency of the calculation, the medium grid resolution is adopted in the present study. The GC width and height have 15 and 14 mesh elements, respectively.
Numerical Method
In this study, the fluid flow in the bent GCs is assumed to be three-dimensional, unsteady, isothermal, and laminar. The Reynolds number based on air density, air viscosity, channel height, and the maximum air inlet velocity is calculated as 137 which value is in the laminar flow regime. The fluid properties and surface tension are assumed to be constant. Also, condensation and evaporation effects of liquid water inside the GCs are assumed to be negligible during the simulation period. The VOF method is employed to calculate the position of the interface between the two immiscible fluids by applying a surface tracking technique on a fixed Eulerian mesh [19, 22] . The volume fraction of the q th fluid in the computational cell, α q , is the main variable used in the VOF method. When the computational cell is empty of the q th fluid, the corresponding volume fraction is zero. When the computational cell is full of the q th fluid, the corresponding volume fraction is one. Because only the two fluids are considered, the gas and liquid phases are denoted by q = 1 and q = 2, respectively. The interface between the phases is tracked by solving the following continuity equation for α 2 in every computational cell:
Here, ρ 2 and → u 2 are the density and the velocity vector, respectively, of the liquid phase. The volume fraction of the gas phase is computed based on the following constraint:
Momentum conservation is given by:
where p is the static pressure, → g is the gravitational acceleration vector, and → F is a momentum source term related to surface tension. The density and dynamic viscosity of the mixture are given by:
The velocity vector of the mixture is defined as:
The surface tension effect is accounted for by the continuum surface force (CSF) model [23] which adds an extra source term to the momentum equation:
where σ is the surface tension coefficient and κ 2 is the surface curvature of the gas-liquid interface:
Here, the unit normal vector, → n 2 , is computed from local gradients in the surface normal at the gas-liquid interface as:
Near the solid wall surface, wall adhesion effects are taken into account by matching the curvature of the gas-liquid interface to the prescribed surface contact angle. The gas-liquid interface shape is represented using the geometric reconstruction scheme which calculates the interface using a piecewise-linear approach [24] .
The governing equations are implemented into the commercial CFD software package, ANSYS FLUENT 14.0 (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA 15317, USA, http://www.ansys.com) which is based on the finite volume method [22] . In the transient formulation, the first order implicit scheme is used and the pressure-velocity coupling is treated by the pressure-implicit with splitting of operators (PISO) scheme. The least squares cell based, pressure staggering option (PRESTO), and second order upwind schemes are adopted for the spatial discretization of gradient terms, pressure equation, and momentum equations respectively. In the multiphase model, air and liquid water are considered as the primary and the secondary phases respectively. The surface tension coefficient between the air and liquid water is held as a constant [19, 22] . The explicit scheme is adopted for the VOF method with the maximum allowed a Courant number of 0.25 near the gas-liquid interface. A fixed time step size of 10 −6 s is used throughout all the simulation cases.
Boundary and Operating Conditions
The proper boundary conditions are specified at all the external surfaces of the computational domain in Figure 1 . At the channel inlet, the air is supplied with the uniform velocity profile at a prescribed constant speed. The boundary layer is developed near the channel walls as the air flow approaches the water slug located inside the GCs. A constant pressure outflow condition is used at the channel outlet. On all the walls of the channel, the no-slip velocity boundary condition is imposed and the static contact angle is specified. The contact angle (θ) is defined as the geometric angle between the liquid-gas interface and liquid-solid interface at the wall where gas, liquid, and solid intersect.
In the GCs of an operating PEM fuel cell, liquid water is formed through condensation or water emergence through the GDL surfaces. The water accumulation time may vary from minutes to hours depending on current density and other operating conditions [18] . Therefore, it is a very time consuming task to numerically reproduce a realistic water flooding situation in the GC with the time step in the order of 10 −6 s. Moreover, very complex water flooding patterns may complicate the analysis of the interactions of liquid water and the bent channel walls and corners. To assess the slug and film flow characteristics, an alternative simulation technique is adopted following Lorenzini-Gutierrez et al. [18] . The calculations are performed in the following three steps. In the first step, a water slug domain is filled with liquid water and the corresponding contact angles are specified on each boundary wall surfaces. In the second step, the simulation is started without the air flow through the inlet until the liquid water slug forms the prescribed contact angles with each boundary wall surfaces. In the third step, the main calculation is started after the incoming air flow boundary condition is turned on. As the simulation proceeds, the air flow field interacts with the liquid water slug and induces the complex liquid water dynamics in the bent GC.
All 
Results and Discussion
Effect of Surface Contact Angle of Top and Side Walls
The two-phase flow inside a GC of a PEM fuel cell is mainly affected by various factors such as channel geometric configuration, surface properties, liquid water generation rate, gravity, etc. In particular, surface wettability is very important due to the relatively small length scale of the channel geometry. Several researches reported that a hydrophobic GDL surface is favorable to move liquid water from the GDL surface to channel walls so that sufficient amount of reactants could access the cathode reaction sites [17, 18] . While holding the static θ of the GDL surface as 140 • following the baseline simulation conditions, the effect of the static θ of the top and side channel walls is investigated first. Figures 2-4 show the time evolution of the liquid water interface in the bent GC for the REC, T50 and T60 configurations, respectively. Snapshot images at the nine different times are chosen for the five different θ ts . For θ ts = 45 • (Figure 2a) , the water slug moves about 3 mm at t = 1 ms while leaving the long tails along the upper edges of the GC and then turns the direction toward the exit after hitting the front side wall and the corner at t = 2.5 ms. After the first discharge of the partial slug mass around t = 3.5 ms, another water mass starts to move toward the exit from the channel corner at t = 10 ms. Until t = 40 ms, the remaining water mass attached in the upper edges moves slowly due to the strong surface tension forces. Moreover, the shape of the liquid water at the upper corner does not change much although the air flow exerts shearing forces. Pekula et al. [27] and Trabold et al. [28] applied neutron imaging on an operating PEM fuel cell to study the water distribution and transport in GCs with a rectangular cross section. The results showed that the liquid water tends to accumulate at specific areas which include the 90 • and 180 • bent sections in the GCs near the edges of the cell active area. Although the contact angle of the channel surfaces was not reported in the experiment, the behavior of liquid water near the bent section in Figure 5 of Pekula et al. [27] is similar to Figure 2a . Le et al. [29] performed numerical simulation and experimental validation of liquid water behaviors in a PEM fuel cell with serpentine channels. Similar contact angles for GC and GDL surfaces with Figure 2a ,b are used in the experiment. Although the size of the GC cross section is different, liquid water motion near the bent sections in the GCs is similar to Figure 2a ,b [29] . In Figure 2b , the initial movement of the water slug is similar to that of Figure 2a except that the trailing tails in the upper edges move faster. However, the second water mass discharge proceeds slower than Figure 2a around t = 20 ms. This phenomenon can be observed in the time evolution of the WVF plot for the REC configuration in Figure 5a . The WVF is defined as the ratio of the volume occupied by the liquid water inside the control volume (Figure 1 ) to the total volume of the control volume. In contrast to Figure 2a , the trailing tails in the upper edges in the initial straight channel part are cleared around t = 20 ms. At t = 40 ms, a considerable amount of liquid water is tightly attached to the upper corner as evidenced in the long and flat line portion of the non-zero WVF in Figure 5a . In Figure 2c , the liquid water removal proceeds much faster and cleaner than Figure 2a ,b. During 40 ms of the time interval, three major water mass discharges are observed around t = 3.5, 10, 15 ms for θ ts = 85 • case which can be also confirmed from the three stepwise decreases in the WVF plot (Figure 5a ). At the time of 40 ms, a small amount of liquid water is still present at the upper corner. In Figure 2d ,e, and Figure 5a , the flow patterns and the WVF plots for θ ts = 105 • and 120 • cases are very similar to each other although the time of complete water removal is slightly different. Notice that the upper edges are free of the trailing tails of liquid water because of the hydrophobic contact angles. Figure 5b shows the effect of θ ts on the WCR on the GDL surface (GWCR) in the control volume (Figure 1) for the REC configuration. Except θ ts = 45 • case, the GWCR shows complex oscillations which represent the contacting events of liquid water mass with the GDL surface. Due to the strong surface tension force, most of liquid water is lifted up to the upper edges in θ ts = 45 • case. For θ ts = 65 • case, it is considered that a chunk of liquid water clinging to the top wall touches the GDL surface momentarily during t = 15-20 ms (Figures 2b and 5b) . For θ ts = 85 • case, a similar liquid water mass touching events to θ ts = 65 • case occurs twice around t = 7.5 and 14 ms (Figures 2c and 5b) . For θ ts = 105 • and 120 • cases, the GWCR drops to zero quickly due to the fast water removal mechanism but shows the highest value in the early stage because the liquid water is not lifted up to the upper edges. When the performance of the five θ ts cases are compared for the REC configuration, two hydrophobic cases (θ ts = 105 • and 120 • ) show better WVF and GWCR. This result is different from the conclusion drawn from the straight channel with the rectangular cross-sectional shape in the previous literature [18] . Although the complete water removal time for θ ts = 105 • case is greater than θ ts = 120 • case in Figure 5a , the GWCR for θ ts = 105 • case provides a lower average value than θ ts = 120 • case in Figure 5b as more liquid water could be attached on the top or side walls. = 105° case is greater than = 120° case in Figure 5a , the GWCR for = 105° case provides a lower average value than = 120° case in Figure 5b as more liquid water could be attached on the top or side walls. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the liquid water interface in the bent GC for the T50 configuration. Due to the cross-sectional shape, the liquid water moves along the channel guided by the narrow top wall passage. As observed in Figures 3 and 5d , the upper part of the channel is so narrow that naturally less water is lifted up to the top or side walls and more water is contacting the GDL surface compared to the corresponding REC configuration cases. As shown in Figure 5c , the liquid water removal rate increases as increases. Especially, the combination of the small Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the liquid water interface in the bent GC for the T50 configuration. Due to the cross-sectional shape, the liquid water moves along the channel guided by the narrow top wall passage. As observed in Figures 3 and 5d , the upper part of the channel is so narrow that naturally less water is lifted up to the top or side walls and more water is contacting the GDL surface compared to the corresponding REC configuration cases. As shown in Figure 5c , the liquid water removal rate increases as θ ts increases. Especially, the combination of the small upper space and the strong surface tension force results in the relatively slow water removal for θ ts = 45 • case. The WVF at t = 40 ms is lower than that of the REC cases for the hydrophilic top and side wall conditions (θ ts = 45 • , 65 • , and 85 • ). The GWCR for the T50 configuration is higher than that of the REC configuration in average during the calculation time interval as shown in Figure 5b,d . When the performance of the five θ ts cases are compared for the T50 configuration, θ ts = 120 • shows the most favorable combination of WVF and GWCR. Note that the WVF for θ ts = 65 • case is favorable than that of θ ts = 45 • case in Figure 5a but the GWCR for θ ts = 65 • case is higher than θ ts = 45 • case in Figure 5d . Thus, a mass of liquid water located in the corner section is considered to contact the GDL surface from Figures 3b and 5d . Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the liquid water interface in the bent GC for the T60 configuration. Figure 4 shows a very similar trend with Figure 3 in overall. When the performance of the five θ ts cases are compared for the T60 configuration, θ ts = 120 • shows the most favorable combination of WVF and GWCR. If the two trapezoidal configurations are compared, the water removal rate for the T60 configuration is higher or lower than that of T50 configuration depending on θ ts . The GWCR for the T60 configuration is lower than that of the T50 configuration in average (Figure 5d,f) . Considering both of the WVF and the GWCR, the T60 configuration provides a favorable option. Furthermore, the WVF for the T60 configuration is better than that of the REC configuration in overall (Figure 5a,e) . The GWCR for the T60 configuration is similar to that of the REC configuration in average except the two hydrophobic channel wall conditions as shown in Figure 5b ,f. Summing up all the discussions for the effect of θ ts (Figures 2-5 ), the T60 configuration shows the best performance among the three channel cross sections considered in a PEM fuel cell channel flooding situation.
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Effect of GDL Surface Contact Angle and Air Inlet Velocity
By adjusting the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) content of the GDL, can be changed. In addition to , the effect of is studied for the three different values of 90°, 110°, and 140°. Figure 6 shows the effect of on the time evolution of the liquid water interface for the three different channel cross sections at Figure 8a . Especially, = 110° case produces the lowest WVF. As increases for the REC configuration, the GWCR decreases in Figure 8b . In Figure 6 , the T50 and T60 configurations show similar patterns for the liquid water interface. For = 90° cases, the liquid water is trapped in the lower edges more or less and thus the GWCRs maintain high values in Figure 8b . When compared all configuration cases, the WVF at t = 40 ms shows the highest value for the REC configuration and the lowest value for the T60 configuration in Figure 8a . Considering the time evolution of the liquid water interface, the WVF, and the GWCR, = 140° cases (representative of the most hydrophobic surface) show the most favorable water removal characteristics as suggested by many researchers [17] [18] [19] . 
By adjusting the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) content of the GDL, θ g can be changed. In addition to θ ts , the effect of θ g is studied for the three different values of 90 • , 110 • , and 140 • . Figure 6 shows the effect of θ g on the time evolution of the liquid water interface for the three different channel cross sections at V in,air = 2.5 m s −1 and θ ts = 65 • .
Also, the effect of V in,air on the liquid water dynamics is investigated by changing the magnitude from 1.0 to 5.0 m s −1 in Figure 7 . Figure 6a -c show the time evolution of the liquid water interface for the REC configuration. For all θ g cases, most of the water is attached along the upper edges or top and side walls. The time evolution of the liquid water interface shows a similar trend except that the liquid water film attached to the top wall exhibits slower movements in the early stage as θ g increases. Although θ g is considerably different, the WVF for the REC configuration shows very similar trend for all θ g cases in Figure 8a . Especially, θ g = 110 • case produces the lowest WVF. As θ g increases for the REC configuration, the GWCR decreases in Figure 8b . In Figure 6 , the T50 and T60 configurations show similar patterns for the liquid water interface. For θ g = 90 • cases, the liquid water is trapped in the lower edges more or less and thus the GWCRs maintain high values in Figure 8b . When compared all configuration cases, the WVF at t = 40 ms shows the highest value for the REC configuration and the lowest value for the T60 configuration in Figure 8a . Considering the time evolution of the liquid water interface, the WVF, and the GWCR, θ g = 140 • cases (representative of the most hydrophobic surface) show the most favorable water removal characteristics as suggested by many researchers [17] [18] [19] . For all the three configurations, the water removal rate increases and the liquid water interface shows more complex patterns as , increases as shown in Figures 7 and 8d . At t = 40 ms, the T60 configuration has the least amount of remaining liquid water inside the GC in Figure 8c . For the REC configuration, the GWCR decreases and shows more fluctuations as , increases in Figure 8d . In Figure 7a -c, more water is squeezed into the upper edges and strained along the channel direction as For all the three configurations, the water removal rate increases and the liquid water interface shows more complex patterns as V in,air increases as shown in Figures 7 and 8d . At t = 40 ms, the T60 configuration has the least amount of remaining liquid water inside the GC in Figure 8c . For the REC configuration, the GWCR decreases and shows more fluctuations as V in,air increases in Figure 8d . In Figure 7a -c, more water is squeezed into the upper edges and strained along the channel direction as V in,air increases. For V in,air = 1.0 m s −1 cases of the T50 and T60 configurations, the GWCR shows the lowest values after t = 20 ms which corresponds to the time just after the main mass of the initial water slug is expelled from the channel. When a little amount of water is present in the trapezoidal channels, the remaining water is attached on the top wall for V in,air = 1.0 m s −1 in Figure 7d ,g while they resize on the top and side walls as well as the lower edges for V in,air = 2.5 m s −1 and V in,air = 5.0 m s −1 in Figure 7e ,f,h,i. Comparing the T50 and T60 configurations, more liquid water is lifted up to the top or side walls for the T60 configuration as shown Figure 8d . Gopalan and Kandlikar conducted an ex situ experiment to study the effect of trapezoidal corner angles and air velocities in GCs with the same cross-sectional shapes and similar surface contact angles with this paper [13] . High speed videos showed that the liquid droplets interacted with the channel walls at air velocities lower than 4 m s −1 and did not contact the channel walls and slid off from the GDL surface at air velocities higher than 4.1 m s −1 . Compared to the air velocity of 5.0 m s −1 , the relatively bigger spikes in the GWCR at air velocities of 1.0 and 2.5 m s −1 confirm that more vigorous interactions between the liquid droplets and the channel walls are occurring in Figure 8d as observed by Gopalan and Kandlikar [13] .
Conclusions
In a channel flooding situation which is one of the most important issues in PEM fuel cell studies, the dynamics of the liquid water slug inside the bent GCs is investigated via the VOF method. The water removal characteristics in the GCs with one rectangular and two trapezoidal cross sections are compared. The effects of the contact angle of the top and side walls, the contact angle of the GDL surface, and the air inlet velocity are studied based on the temporal evolution of gas-liquid interface, the WVF, and the WCR of the GDL surface. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows: • For all the three channel cross-sectional shapes, the water removal rate increases and the liquid water interface shows more complex patterns as the air inlet velocity increases.
